TABAKOV TROPHY HUNTING LTD.
9002 Varna, Bulgaria, 38 “Tsarevets”str., entr. b, fl. 5, app. 32; mobile: +359 899 720545;
office@tabakovhunt.com; www.tabakovhunt.com

RED STAG IN AUSTRIA
HUNTING GROUND PUNITZERWALD

RED STAG HUNT SPECIALS FOR 2013

Hunting Area Punitzerwald:
The famous estate Hunting ground PUNITZERWALD is located in Burgenland/ Austria near
the Hungarian border. The area is a part of a 3.800 ha private hunting reserve. Vegetation is
pine and oak forest land with many beautyful grassing lands and a fishing ponds inside the
forest. The terrain is a light hilly with a very good road network.

The hunting area is well-known and famous for big trophy Red Stags, Moufflon Rams, Wild
Boars and Fallow Deers.

Next to these species you can hunt also for Sika Stag-, Wild Boars, Roe Deer and Game Birds
in the area . The trophy sizes from Red Stags are between 7 kg up to over 14 kg, Fallow Deer
can grow to a trophy size up to 4,5 kg. Big Moufflon Rams can grow to a size over 1 m horn
lenght. Wild Boars have also trophy sizes up to 28 cm. This is really a special place were
hunters can get a dream trophy for a reasonable price. Usually you should plan a trip for 3-5
full hunting days to make a successful hunt.

Accommodation:
1) In our exclusive hunting castle (350 EUR / Night incl. breakfast and 4 dish dinner). In the
castle our cooks and butlers will serve you excellent food and drinks. During the hunt we will
take lunchboxes and cold drinks on the hunting cars.

2) There is also the possibility to rest in a 3* or 4*Star Hotel near the area. (Price about 90EUR
/ Night incl. breakfast).

Costs of the hunt:

Guiding fee: 150 EUR / day / hunter incl.:
1. Guiding 1:1
2. 4X4 Hunting Vehicle
3. All Transfers in the hunting areas
4. Transfer from Hotel to hunting ground
5. Hunting Permit
6. Drinks at the hunting area
Trophy fees: 2013
RED STAG

Up to 6 kg
6,1 - 7,0 kg
7,1- 8,0 kg
8,1 – 9,0 kg
9,1 – 10,0 kg
10,1 – 11,0 kg
11,1 – 12,0 kg

1.600
2.100
2.700
3.200
4.100
6.100
8.400/ + 60EUR/ 10gr.

The weight of the skull and horn (less the bottom jaw) will be calculated ,24h after the skull has been boiled!

EXTRA:
1. Trophy handling (boiling of trophy) 60 EUR/ per Stag
2. Trophy shipping to home country
3. Trophy fee for shot animals
4. Travel costs to Austria
5. Airport Transfer 350 EUR (Vienna – Hunting ground – Vienna)
6. Personal expenses
7. Accommodation at hotel or castle

